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I/ITSEC 1994 DEMONSTRATION 
Project 285 1 1994 SIF I/T.TSEC Data and 
SIF API Toolkit 
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Institute for Sirnuln ti on & Training 
Visu:11 Systems L:.b 
3280 Progress Drive 
Orlando. FL 32826·0544 
407-658-5000 
May 31 , 1994 
UCF/IST 
Visual Systems 
Laboralory 
ATTN: I/ITSEC 1994 Demonstration Participant 
Subject : Project 2851 1994 SIF I/ITSEC Data and SI F API Toolkit 
Dear Participant : 
To Support the 1994 I/ITSEC Interoperability Demonstration, the Institute for 
Simulation and Training lIST) is distributing the SIr/HOI Ft. Hunter-Liggett 
terrain database and the SIF/API Toolkit for PRe. Inc. - Project 2851. Please 
note that the terrain database and the SIr/API Too lkit are exactly the same as 
those distributed by PRe , Inc . Project 2851 for the 1993 I/ITSEC 
demonstration. 
Please find enclosed one high density 1/4~ cartr-idge containing the firs t 
issue of the 1993 SIF/HOI Hunter Liggett 20 data, the SIF/HOI Hunter Liggett 
3D data, and the SIF/API Toolkit, per your request. Enclosure 2 provides 
information about the organization of the data on the tape cartridge. 
Enclosures 3 and 4 are the SIF transmittal forms for the 20 and 3D SIF/HDI 
data sets, respect i vely, in accordance wi th the SIF Mil itary Sta ndard. 
Enclosure 5 is a Project 2851 "Data Base Problem Report" form. 
Jeff Swauger is the 1ST point of contact fo r coordinating questions concerni~g 
the 1994 I/I TSEC SIF/HDI data and SIF /API Toolkit . If you have questions or 
problems with the enclosed data or software, please contact Jeff . Please note 
that 1ST will only be able to provide limited technical support and will 
likely refer detailed questions to appropriate parties. 
Enclosures: 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
1994 SIF/HDI 20 & 3D data, and SIF/API Toolkit (media is 
a 1/4", high density UNIX tape cartridge - SGI UNIX 
ta r format) . 
Description of tape cartridge archive 
SIF/HOI 20 t r ansmittal form 
SIF/HOI 3D transmittal form 
Data Base Problem Report form \ 
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Enclosure 1 
Physical Organization of 1994 I/ITSEC 
SIF Do!Ita 
Release 1.0 - May 31 . 1994 
1ST is distributing the 1994 
cartridges in UNIX tar forma t. 
below ; 
HIGH DENSITY 
SIF /HD I data on 1/4 · 
The organization of 
SGl 
the 
high 
data 
de n sity data 
is described 
High density 114M tape cartridges have sufficient capacity to hold all of the 
1994 I/ITSEC SIP data and the SIF/API coolkit on a single tl!lpe cartridge . 
Therefore, high density tape cartridges were crea t ed by using the Silicon 
Graphics Un ix tar command to make a single archive file that conta ins the 
Hunter Li ggett 20 data, the Hunter Liggett 3D data , and the SIF/API toolkit. 
Figure 1 illustrates the creation of the 1994 I/IT5 EC high density tapes. 
I I 
:16 
I modsli f 
current " o rJting di r ecto r y 
1 
Ifli f 0002 20 mod 
D 
• tar ar c h!va file 
containi n g the 9 
director!e. 
Figure 1. 
High Density Tape Creation 
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To access the I/ITSEC data and toolkit software stored on a high density 
cartridge, you should use the Unix tar command to extract the archive to a 
suitable directory on your computing system. The tar extract will recreate 
the nine subdirectories shown above in Figure 1 . On an SGI, the following tar 
command should allow extraction of the tar files: 
tar xvf (1 / 4" tape drive device path/name] 
For example, on our SGI's, the following command worked (note that the default 
1/4~ tape drive device path/name is Jdev/tape) 
tar xv 
or (same as) 
tar xvf /dev/tape 
The contents of each tar directory follows . In cases where a tar directo~ 
contained a SIF/HDI database, the contents of that database will be elaborated 
via a dump of the SIF / HDI Data Base Header Record. 
Ilhd and f16: 
SIF/HOI DATA BASE HEADER 
Transmittal Description Record 
SIF Format: SIF/HOI 
Data 
Originator, 51000 Format Models converted t o SIrlHDI Format, by 
LNK Corporation, Inc. 
Recipient: P2851 le / o PRe, Inc,), and the Simulator Industry. 
Transmittal 10: 9310010001 
Creation Da t e : 931001 
Source Agency/Projec t: L N K Corp. , In 
Database Name: S1000 3D Dynamic Models, for use in the IIITSEC 
9), Conver ted by LNK on 10/01/9) 
Data On This Volume Flag: TRUE 
Security Classification: UNCLASS IFIED 
Control and Handling: 
Releasing I ns t ructions : 
Class ifi cation Authority : 
Security Control Number: 
Security Do~~grade: 
~~gradin; Event: 
SIF Ve r sion Number: 00002 
Directory Record 
Number of 1O Statlc Models: 
Number of 3D Static Models: 
0 
0 
Number of 3D Dynamic Model$: 1 
Number of Culture Tiles: 1 
Number of Terra in Tiles: 0 
Number 0' Ceneric Textures: 0 
Number o f Stage 3 Speci fi c Hode l Textures: 
Number of Stage 1 Speci fi c Mode l Textures: 
Number 0' Stage 1 Specifi c Model Textures: 
Number of Staqe 3 Speci fie Areal Textures: 
f~umber of Stage 1 Specific Areal Textures; 
Number of St age 1 Spec! fic Areal Textures: 
Number 0' SHe/FOC Textures: 0 
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Merged or Layered Culture, MERGED 
Dat~base SW Corner: N350000aOOQ w12200000000 
Database NE Corner: N3600000000 W1210000QOOO 
• •• • ••••.• End of SIF/HOI DATA B;;'SE HEADER ' ••••••• , ' 
/sif000199_3d : 
••• . •••••• SIF/HOI DATA BASE HEADER 
Transmittal Description Record 
D4t4 
SI r Format: SIF/HO! 
Originator: Ft Hunter-Liggett SIMNET TOB converted from S1000 
DBGS format. by LNK Corp .• Inc 
Recipient: P2851 (c/o PRe. Inc. l. and the Simuh.tor Industry. 
Transmitt"l 10: 9309240001 
Creation Date: 9)0924 
Source Agency/Projec t: L N K Corp .. In 
Database Name: Ft Hunter-Liggett Sl ~~ET TOB (High Detail Area), 
Enhanced by LNK as of 06/12192. 
Data On This Volume Flag: TRUE 
Security Classifica t ion: UNCLASSIFIED 
Control and Handling: 
Releasing Instruc t ions : 
Cl a sslfic4tion Authority: 
Secul·i ty Control Number: 
Security Downgrade: 
Downgrading Event: 
SIF Version Number: 00002 
Oi rectory Record 
Number of '0 Static Models: 0 
Number of 3D Static Models: 0 
Number o f 3D Dynamic Models: 0 
Number of Culture Tiles: 1 
Number of Terr4in Tiles: 0 
NurnN' of Generic Textures: 
" Number of Scage J Specific Model Textures: 
Number of Stage , Specific Model Textures: 
Number of Stage 1 Speci fic Model Textures: 
Number of Stage J Specific Are41 Textures: 
Number of Stage , Speci fic Areal Textures: 
r~umber of Stage Specifi c Areal Textures: 
Number of SMC/FOC Textures: 0 
Merged 0' Layered Cul ture: MERGED 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Database SW Corner: N3500000000 W12200000000 
Database NE Corner: N3600000000 W12100000000 
•••••• ••• • Ene of SIF/HOI 0,.,:1' .... BASE HEADER •••••••••• 
/sif 000201 _ 2d: 
•• •• • ••••• SI F/HO! DATA BASE HEADER 
Transmittal Description Record 
SIF Fonmat: SIF/HOI 
Origina tor: PRC Project 2851 
Reci~ient: I / ITSEC Participants 
Transmittal 10: 9307260001 
CreaClon Date: 930723 
Source Agency / Project: PRC 
Database Name: Hunter L i9~ett 
D4t4 On This Volume Flag: TRUE 
Security C14ssificatio~ : UNCLkSSIFIED 
Cont r ol and H4ndllng: 
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Releasing Instructio~s : 
Classiflcation Authority: 
Security Control Number: 
Security OO,-mgrade: 
Downgrading Event , 
SI F Version Number: 00002 
Data Directory Record 
Number of 20 Stat i c Models: 0 
Number of 3D Static Models: 14 
Number of 3D Dynamic Models, 6S 
Number of Culture Tiles: 1 
Number of Terrain Tiles: 1 
r:umber of Generic Textures: 22 
Number o f Stage) Specific Model TextUres: 0 
Number of Stage :2 Spec if ic Model Textures: 0 
Number of Stage 1 Specific Mode l Textures: 0 
Number of Stage) Specific Areal Textures: 0 
Number of Stage 2 Specific Areal Textures : 0 
Number of Stage 1 Specific Areal Textures : 0 
Number of SMe/FDC Textures: 0 
Merged or Layered Cul tu re: MERGED 
D3tabase SW Corner: N3500000000 \<"12300000000 
Database NE Corner: N3100000000 w12000000000 
•••.••.••• End of SIF/ HOI DATA BASE HEADER · ·· ·· · · · · · 
18i£0002 16 mod: 
•••••••••• SIF /HoI DATA BASE HE>.oER 
Transmi ttal Descript i on Record 
""" 
SIF FOrrmlt: SIF/ HDI 
Origina t or : 5 1000 Fo~at xode l s convert ed to SIF / HoI FOrrmlt. by 
LNK Corpor a t ion . I nc. 
F'.ecipient: P2851 lc/o PRC. Inc.). and the Simulator Industry. 
Transmitt.al 10: 9309290001 
Cr eation Date: 930929 
Sou r ce Agency/Project: L N K Corp .. In 
Da t abase rlame: 51000 3D Dynamic Models. for use in the I/ITSEC 
93. Conver ted by LNK on 09/28/93 
Data On This Volume Flag: TRUE 
Security Classif l Cat i on: UNCLASSI FIED 
Con trol a nd Handling: 
Releasing In s t ruct ions: 
Cl assificat i on Authority: 
Security Control Number: 
Security Do~~grade: 
Do~~9rading Event: 
SIF Version Number: 00002 
Di r ectory Record 
Number of 2" Statlc Models: 0 
Number 0' 3D Static Poodels: 0 
Number of 3D Dynamic ~Iodel s: 72 
Number of Culture Tiles: 1 
Number of Terrain Tiles: 0 
Number of Generic Textures: 
" Number of Stage 3 Specifi c Model Te xtures: 0 
Number 0' Stage 2 Specifi c Mode l Text ur es: 0 
Number 0' Stage 1 Speci fi c Model Textures: 0 
Number 0' Stage 3 Speci f ic Areal Textures: 0 
Number of Stage 2 Specific Areal Textures: 0 
Number 0' Stage 1 Specific Areal Textures: 0 
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Number of SHe / FOC Text ures: 0 
Merqed or Layered Culture: r~ERC:EO 
Database SW Corner: 1-1)500000000 10112200000000 
DlIot<'lO"Se NE Corner: 113600000000 W12100000000 
•• • . ••••. • End of SIF/HOI OAT'; BASE HEADER .. ••• • .... 
/8 i£ 0 0 0 22 0 mod: 
• •• • •••••• SIr / HOI DATA BASE HEhDER • •••• • • . • • 
Transmittal Description Record 
DaLa 
SIF Fo~t: SIF / HOI 
Originator: 1993 DIS IIlTSEC 
Recipient: Project 2851 
Transmittal 10: 9309300008 
Creation Date: 930930 
Sout'ce Agency/Project.: ProJect 2851 
Database Name: Othel- models 
Data On This Vo l ume flag : TRUE 
Secu:-ity Classification : UNCLASSIFIED 
Control and Handling : 
Releasing Inst r uctions: 
Classification Authority: 
Security Control Number: 
Security Downgrade: 
Downgrading Event: 
SIr Version Number: 00002 
Dlrectory Record 
Number of 20 Stllo t ic Mode l s : 0 
Number of 3D Stllotic Mode l s: 0 
Number of 3D Dynam i c Mode l s : 6 
Number of Cu l ture Tiles : 0 
Numbe r of Terrain Tiles : 0 
Number of Generic Textures: 0 
Number of SLlIoge 3 Speci fic Model Te xtures: 
Number of Stlloge 2 Sped f ie Model Tex tu r es: 
Number of Stlloge 1 SpeC! fie Model Tex tures : 
Number of Stage 3 Spec! fie Areal Textures: 
Num!>e, of Stage 2 Specif ic Ar ea I Textu r es: 
Number o f Stage 1 Specific Arellol Tex tu r es : 
Number of SHC (fOC Tex tures: 0 
Me r ged 0' Layered Cu l tur e : MERGED 
Da t llobase SW Corner : 
Da tabase NE Corner ; 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.••••••••• End of SIf/HD I DATA SASE HEADER •••••• • • • • 
/ mo dsaf, 
This di r ectory contains two files: 
contents of the COORD . READNE file is: 
COORD. README and COORD. TAR. 
Instructlons tor I nstllolling t he ModSAf libcoor dinllo t es Library 
The 
September 9 . 19930) Thes e i nst r uct i on s IIossume you IIore i nstalling the l ibr llo ri es 0 
n a uni x sys t em. These instruc t ions IIore in the file coor d . README.l ) Copy the 
file ·coord.tar · into the direc t ory whe re you wlIont t o build t he packlloge IIond t 
yp.: tar xvf coord.tllor 2) cd t o dls_test. which contai ns a numbe r of ·tools.< 
platform type>· dlrector ies . Cr ea t e a l ink to the t ools.<platform type> fo r t 
he platform you are using by tYPlng, In - 5 tools.<your type> tOOls where <y 
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our type> lS one of sgi. mi~s. sun. aix. hpux. This wil l create a tools direc 
tory for the makes to use.)! Ru:'l make-all. This will compile all the libraries 
and test programs. 4 ) The progr am 'test' ~111 now exist in libsrc/libcoordinates, 
which you can use to verify the bUlld.S) The source code is 1n: I l bsrc / l 
ibcoordinates libsrc / libvecmat libsrc/libreader include/global 
The COORD. TAR file contained the following archived files: 
rwxrwxr-x 11349 / 100 dir 
--------- 11349/100 
rw-rw-r-- 11349/100 
Sep 9 11:31 1993 dis_test I 
o Sep 
692 Sep 
7 12:4 4 1993 dis_test /common symbolic link to . 
9 11:31 1993 dis_test /coord.READHE 
Unfortunately , whoe v e r created the tar file did not use a tar option to 
follow the symbolic link, so the r e is no libcoordin~tes library code . p lease 
note t hat 1ST simply made a tape duplicate of a Master Copy t ape p r ov i d e d by 
PRC , Inc . - Project 2851 . Please contact Lora1 for this coordinate conve r sion 
software. 
This directory contai n s the PRC , Inc . - Project 2851 SIF/API Toolkit. 
It includes the following subdirectories : 
l si! 
I siflbin 
I sifldll tll 
I siflinc 
IsHllib 
l si ! Imllnullis 
I sif/src 
please refer to the SIF API Toolkit document~tion (i n 
/ too1kit_v2_1 / sif / manua1sJ for a d e scrip tion of the contents of each o f t hese 
directories. 
/ z finder: 
This directory con t ain s the PRC, Inc . - project 2851 ·Z_Finde r " software 
ut ility , which is we l l descr ibe d by i t s "README " fi l e : 
Filename: 
Purpose: This file docu,"llents the cornpillltion, linking. and use of the 
s tandalone utility "Z_finder " which can be used to extract 
terrain elevat io:l(s) f rom a SIF / HOI format (3·0) Culture tile, 
given a l i st o f input X-Y coordinates in geodetic forma t . 
Llr.'litations; 
This utility has some limitlltions with respect to the contents 
of the Sl f / HDI Cultur e tile. which will be expillined below. 
tn IIddition, it expeC t s the input X-Y coordinlltes to be in a 
spe ci f ied fonmat . which will also be explained below. 
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1) The utility requHes three (J J data files to be present 
In the directory it is called from: 
I 'CUL[tile-identifiel') .FTR" 
2 'CUL [ t i le -identifier} .SEG" 
3 ' CUL [ tile- ident ifierJ .JOC· 
where [tile-identifier) is a valld tile specification (as 
defined in the S If MIL-STD-IB21. 17 June 1993). such as: 
"M00002" 
or '~ OOOOI' 
merged culture data. tile number 2. 
tile number 1 of Level-Of-Detail ~. 
when calling Z_Finder, you may (optionally) specify the 
tile-identifier as the first (and only) argwnent passed 
to the utility , for example: 
If no [tile-identi fier ] is specified -M OOOOI" is used. 
2) The utility checks only SIF / HOI Areal features, whose 
terraln_feature_identifier_fld . 'POLY - , 
3 ) The features to be checked (to determine Z value) ~y 
have only three (J) or four (4) segments. each of which must 
have exact ly twO (2) vertices. and the segments o f the feAtu re 
must be arranged in counter-cloc kwise order. The vertices of 
each segment may be in clockwise or counter -clockwise order. 
with the Segment Direction Field of the Culture Segment 
Pointer Record (Feature File ) set appr opriAtely. 
Compila tion And Llnking: 
To generAte the -Z_Finder- executable. simply change directory 
to the -z_finder- sub-directory. and execute the command; 
This should cause the program to be both compiled and linked 
it it is out of da te with respect to Any of its dependencles. 
Format of (any line of) Input X-V Coordin ... te File (-ht_Iong.lis-): 
-fld': 1 , 3 , , 6 , 8 , 
1 N J~.O ~ 5.0 0 . 00 E 238.0 4 ~. 00 0.00 
Expl ... nAtion of fields: 
1 ) Number o! Input Coord inate (in file. 1 - NUHSER_OF_INPUT_COOROlllATES. 
defined ~n -z_finder.h-); 
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" 
Latitude Hemisphere specifiCHtlon - "N" 0< ·5' ; 
3) Degrees o f Latitude ( floati.ng point) ; 
" 
Minutes o f Latltude ( floating point I ; 
5) Seconds of t.atitude ( float i ng point) ; 
6) Loo9'i tude Hemispher e speci f ication 
-
T 0< 'W' ; 
7) D<egrees of Ulngltude ( floating polnt - values ,. 0.0, and < 360.0 
allowed) ; 
" 
Minutes of Longi tude (floa ting point); 
" 
Seconds of Longi tude ( floatlnQ point) ; 
Output, 
'Z_F inder" outputs a file called ·x-y_:.lis· in which It copies the 
input lines. and then ades several spaces and the extracted Z value: 
2 3 , 5 6 , • 
, 10 
1 N 35.0 45.0 0.00 E 235.0 45.00 0.00 642.3921 
10) The Z value extracted from the 3-0 terrain polygon. If this value is 
spec ified as "-999999.9999", then ' Z_Finder- did NOT find a 3-0 ' POLY' 
(terra in feature identifier) areal feature within which the input \2·0) 
coordinate wa ~ located (meaning that either the input coordinate lies 
OUTS IDE o f the real area o f covera ge, or that there are missing terrain 
• POLY' (gons) WITHIN the a rea of coverage). 
End of file "Z_finder.README" 
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SIF TRANSMITTAL FORM 
SIr rOR.'1AT 
Chec k. The One That Applie:5: I8l SIr/HOI MERGED 0 SIr/op 
0 SIF/HDI LAYERED 
SIr VERSION NW,BER: 00002 (June 1993) I SIr CATALOG 10 "'''UMBER: 201 
TRA.."lSMITTAL ID: 9307260001 
DATA BASE TITLE: Hunter Liggett 
ORIGINATOR'S NAME: ORIGINATOR ' S ADDRESS: 
PRe, Inc. 1500 PRe Or. 
McLean , Va 22102 
RECIPIEtlT'S NAME: RECIPIENT ' S ADDRESS: 
UnSEe NIl> 
Participant 
MAXIMUM BLOCK SIZE: S12 bytes pee block 
DATA TYPES PROVIDED 
Check All That Apply: I8l Models I8l Culture I8l Terrain I8l Texture 
lOy' 1 0 Cells Inc luded/Requested f or Culture , Terra in , o. Texture 
Area of coverage star t s at a south"'est corne:::: of 3So N 1230 w and extends to a 
no::::theast corner of 37° N 120 0 w. 
Non-Referenced Models Included/Requested: 
None 
NUMBER OF TAPE VOLUMES: 1 
FIRST VOLUME CONTENTS 
Check The One That A;:.oplies: 
0 Data Base Header :ile Only 
I8l Data Base Header :ile ?lllS Additional Data 
VOLUME 10, (IN ORDER) : 
Volume 1 of 1 
RELEASABILITY RESTRICTIONS: 
None 
I SIF TRANSMITTAL FORM 
SIf FOR-liAr 
I Check The One That Applie3: I8J srr/HOI MERGED 0 SIr/DP 
0 Slr/HDI LAYERED 
I SIr VERSION NUMBER; 00002 I SIr DATA ID NUMBER: 199 
TRAN SMITTAL 1 0 : 93071HNOl 
I DATA BAS E TITLE: Ft. Hunte r-Liggett SI!".NE T TDB, Enhanced. by LNK Corp. 
" 
o f 06/12/92. 
I ORIGI NhTOR ' S NN1E: ORIGI NATOR ' S hDDRESS: LNK Corp o ::::at ion, 6811 Kenil worth ;'.",e . , Suite 306 
Inc. Riverdale. ~.D 20737 
I RECIPIENT ' S NAME: RECIPIENT'S ADDRESS; PRe, Ipe . 1500 PRe Drive 
(and r/!TSEC ' 93 McLean, VA 22102 
I ?a::cicioant3) MA.X!MUM SLOCK SIZE: 512 bytes ?e = block 
01'.11. TYPES PROVIDED 
I Check All That Apply: 0 Models I8J Culture 0 Te:::-rain I8J Texture 
I 
10 >: 10 Ce ll Included/Requested f o r Cultu r e 0= Tex t ure 
Area of coverage s tart s at a south .... est co:::ne= 0: 35° N 122 0 w and ex tends to a 
n o:::t.hea~t. corne::: o f 36° N 121 0 w (Background feat.ure) . Data cove:::age {High 
I Den ~it.y 3D' extend~ f:::orn a (UTM) ~outh "' e ~t. co:::ne::: of 650,000 (Ea~t ing ) 3,975 , 000 (Nort.hing ) , co a no::t.hea~t cor ner of 680,000 ( La~t.ing) 3 , 985 , 000 (Nort.hing) , making up a 10 X 3 0 (N-S X £-W ) kilomet.e::: a:::ea. The (S!r ) data 
"a s convert.ed !:::om UTH (zone 10, cat.urn 
-
wGS8.;) to :::e lat. ive geodet.ic 
I coordinates ., t.he MIL-STD requires . 
I Non-Refe renced Models Included / Requested: None 
I NUMBER OF TAPE VOLU"'<.E S; 1 
FIRST VOLUME CONTENTS 
I Che CK The One That. Applies: 0 Dat.a 5a se Header File Only 
I I8J Data Base Heade::: :ile P lu ~ Addit.ional Da t.a VOLUME IDs (I N ORDE R) : 
I Volume 1 of 1 
I 
RELEAs;..a!LITY RESTRICTIONS: None 
I 
I 
I Project -~ Data Base Problem Report P~~t 
I 
, . Dngmator 2. T etephena 3. Date P28 S1 Use Onlv 
OBPR No. 
Il. Problem Shan rille Status 
I 5. Hardwarellmage Generator System ConHguration (Descri06) 
I ::;; U 
-w 
I 
I 
I 
w 
Z 6. Problem Priority (I_Cri/ical ... 5=LO"1 7. Affected SIF Of GlOB No. (Enler 8. SIF or GlOB Transmmal 
0 SIF Tranmmal NO. Of GTDB Gnnnnn Dale (mmlddlyy) 
I- 0, NO.) U O 2 <0: SIF 
-
03 a: 0, 0 GTOB l- Ds 
<0: 
z 9. Artected Features andlor Models (Lisl coordmates Of leature numbers, if known. List model description and 
t::> numbers, if known.) 
-a: 
I 0 10, Problem DeSCript ion (Provide as much derail as possible. Continue on separate sheel . if necessary.) 
I 
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Sta tistical Certification of Terrain Databases 
Dr. Guy A. Schi:\\,onc. Russell S. Nelson a nd Brian Gold icz 
Institute fo r S imulation :lIId T raining 
3280 Progress Drive 
O rlando, FL 32826 
Abstract 
Consistency in terrain representations between run-time databases is a prerequisite for interopcrnbility in Distributed 
Interactive Simulation (DIS). It has been suggested in previous research that o ne hundred pcrccm alignment of 
databases will never occur in a simulation thaI utilizes distributed geometric databases . However, statistical 
ccnification of terrain database elevations offers a means of ensuring the degree of consistency necessary for 
intcropcrability. In this paper we define a statistical metric for terrain database certification. Starting wilh a review 
of Ihe ex isting work on quantitative terrain database metrics, we exami ne a basis for specification and statistical 
cenification of terrain elevation data. Usi ng classical acceptance sampling, hypothesis testing will be introduced as 
iI method by which a terrain database (TDB) is certified. A method for determining the critical error value for the 
desired i1ccuracy proportion and consumers risk (Type II error) will be discussed. From these results the producers 
risk associated with Ille test is evaluated for several different accuracy proponions. Using data collected at the 1992 
IIITSEC as a basis for comparison. the utility of acceptance sa mpling is demonstrated using data collected at the 
1994I11T$EC. A distinction is drawn between tests designed for TDB certification and tests wi th inherent 
diagnosti c capability. As an example of the latter, the use of the cross-correlation metric is introduced for the 
purpose of detecting linear shifts between Ihe terrain skins of a baseline database and a trial database. Using a 
portion of the Hunter-Liggett high definition area, 3n example of linear shift detection is provided for the case of a 
shi ft by an integer number of samples. 
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Sta tistical Certificati on or Terrain Da tabases 
Dr. G uy A. Schiavone, il.ussel l S. Nelson, and Brillil Gold in 
Instit ute for $ imu la liOll lllld Tra in ing 
3280 Progress Dri,'c 
O rl ando, FL 32t126 
In t roduction 
In recent ),ClIfS, the effectiveness and relative low cost 
of applications utilizing Distributed Inleraclive 
Simulation (DIS) has made the development of DIS a 
focus of the US military for the purpose of trainin g 
:lnd other applications requiring real-l ime interactive 
simulation . DIS is defined as a time and space 
coherent sy nthetic representation of world 
environments designed for linking the interactive, 
free play :!clivilies of people in operational exercises 
(I J. Each simulator on a DI S network maintains its 
own representat ion o f the world. Whil e curren! 
tcchnology has provided visual systems with the 
cllpability of displaying high fidelity represen tations 
of a given synthetic environment, the failure to define 
and properly certify an agreed-upon sy ntheti c 
cnvironment before the start of a simulation exercise 
can lead to significant inconsistencies between world 
views of indi vidual entities. Also, while members of 
the simulator industry compe te to simulate 
operational systems at minimum coSt to users, there 
are often times when proprietary "black-box" 
implemen tations lead to interoperability problems 
between networked simulators. II is well known th3t 
a consistent playing field between all networked 
simulators is essenlialto a successful training mission 
or evaluation of a new weapon system. As recently 
noted by Woodard [2J, a fundamenta l first step in 
3ddressing this problem is the establishment of a 
common database format and con tent. In order 10 
ensu re that the content remai ns unalte red in the 
transformation between source dtllabase and runtime 
database, it follows th::II the content of the individual 
run -time databases should be tested 3nd ceni fied as a 
necessary step to guarantee a successful simulation 
exerCIse. 
There is an industry consensus that the most common 
sources of spatial error between virtual environment 
representati ons in networked simulators include 
inaccurate coordinate transforms, TOB preprocessing 
by graphics syslems. differences between rendering 
al gorithms. and inconsistent source TDBs [3J. As an 
example, data and analysis recently presen ted by 
Economy, et. al. showed inaccura te coordinate 
transformations to be a lcading source of positional 
error between simulators in end to end system tests 
[4}. Although progress is being made to improve the 
quality and consistency of rendered images through 
improvements in hardware technology, it has been 
suggested that resolution of interoperability problems 
by hardware improvemenlS alone is nOI in the 
foresee:lble future. Howevcr, in si mulation 
env ironmcnts consistency check s can be applied 
between TOSs as well as between displays. Thus. 
there cxists an avcnue on which the problem may be 
approached, and that is by way of ccrtifieation tcsting 
of runtime terrain d3tabases. Although, in Ihis paper 
the authors concenlrate on tcrra in skin only. the 
envi ronment includes space. atmosphere, earth and 
sea: features and attributes as well as elevation s. 
Ultimately. spatial coherence metrics for all features 
of the sy nthetic environmenl must be developed . 
Goldiez, el. al. have menti oned that a spatially 
coherent environment is <In essential e leme nt to 
achieving non-biased simulator illlcrac tion [5). 
Furthermore, any interaction that takes place in an 
environment that is spatially incoherent wou ld be 
accidental and probably meaningless . It is 
understood that one hundred percent coherence 
between runtime TDBs is not currently feasible due 
to performance differences and other causes. and this 
suggests that applications-based acceptance criteria 
for runtime TOS s must be defined. 
Although much attention has been recently given to 
the iss ue of interconsis tency between terrain 
databases in the DIS world. lerrain database 
"correlation" has been recognized as a problem in the 
real-time simulation commun ity since at least 1977 
[6). Since that time many qualitative evaluations and 
discuss ions of the problem have appeared in the 
literature (for example, (7- 12}). Other references can 
be fo und in a su rvey conducted by Zvolanek and 
Dillard [13). Unfortunately, proposals for attacking 
the problem on a sound quantitative footing have 
been infrequent. Zvolanek and Dillard [14] evaluate 
terrain elevation "correlation" by calcu lating the 
statistical mean. standard deviation. and range of the 
elevation differences. Feature "correlation'" is 
defi ned as the percentage of misclass ified pix els. 
Dunn-Roberts et. al. propose a li ne-of-sight (LOS) 
in tervisibil ity metric to mea sure differences in 
intervisibililY between twO TDB s 115]. A LOS 
comparison metric was also used by Fat3le el. al. [16] 
in a study comparing DTED levels I and 2. Ellis [17} 
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recommends measuring off-li ne elevat ion errors by 
the s(::lIi s[icat mean and the 90% or 99% maximum 
error. per unit of standard rough ness. 
E,'en though the quanlit3tive methods outlined above 
rcprese O! the c urrent state of the art in terrain 
database spatial error metrics. they 311 suffer from 
various shortcomings. There exists no criteria or 
guidelines to determine an acceptable level of error 
for a given application, o r how to usc the resullS of 
the tests. The statistical metries mentioned above do 
not allow for control or estimate o f producers and 
con sumers ri sk. The simple statistical measures yield 
no information on error locali ty. beyond human-in-
the -loop visualization of difference maps. The LOS 
methods may require a large number of calcu lation s 
sincc. in order to o btain a un iq ue error mapping. 
intcrvis ibili ty must be calculated from every point in 
each TDB to every other point in the TDB. None of 
the metric s mentioned thus far are diagnostic in the 
sense that they nrc able \0 detect shifts, rota ti ons. 
warps. or other spatial or temporal char3cteristics of 
the erro r. Moreover. there has been limited anention 
given to identifying the source of the error between 3 
so urce TOB nnd a subject TOB. A prelim inary 
investiga tion of some TO S metrics that overcome 
some of these shortcoming was undertaken by Kilby 
et. al. [18]. Curren tly. 1ST is involved with a 
STRI COM funded project to define and quan tify 
inte roperabi lity in the OIS paradig m. It is the 
intention of this paper to present a solid m3thematical 
approach to q uantify ing d iffe rences between TOSs. 
Acceptance sampling techn iques will be applied to 
the elevation di ffere nces between two TOBs. Thus. 
an accuracy proportion wi th an associated confidence 
level can be detennined and used \0 establish the 
degree of error of the subject TOB. Examples of 
acceptance sam pling wi ll be given using data 
collcctcd at the 1993 IflTSEC. Mo reover. the usc of 
the cross-correlation for the purpose of linear shift 
detection between TOBs will be investigated. 
A CCE I~TANCE SAMPLI NG THEORY 
Acceptance sampling is the branch of stati stical 
quality con trol that is concerned with calculating the 
risks associated wi th accepti ng or rejecting product 
lots based on information provided by a sample o f the 
lo\. Originally developed for industrial purposes, 
acceptance sampling was first used fo r map accuracy 
certification by G ineva n in 1979 [19]. As a 
background to testi ng for TOB elevat ion accuracy 
using acceptance samplin g. we beg in by examining a 
sample of terrain skin sample points and calculating 
the elevation d iffere nces II Zi between the source 
database and the ru ntime database under test. The 
sample e levation d iffe rences are then compared to a 
g iven maxim um elevation error criteria II zOo For 
example, denoting II zl ... II zN as our elevatio n 
samples. and choosing II zo = 0.5 meters liS our 
maximum "Ilowable elevmion error, we conduct ;l 
Bernoulli trial for each sample elev;l[ion differe nce II 
zi, i =1 ..... N, where the trial is cou nted as a success 
if II Zi < II 7.0. and otherwise is counted as a fa il ure. 
The N Bernoul li tria ls fo rm a bi nomial probabili ty 
di str ibution, where the bi nomial probability density 
function is given by 
f(Y;N.Q)= N! QN-Y( I_Q)Y (I) 
Y!(N-Y)! 
where Q is the accuracy proportion. N is the total 
number of elevation d ifference samples, and Y is the 
number o f failures. 
A hypothes is testing criteria will be used in this 
statistical approach in which the null hypothesis HO 
states that the actual accuracy proportion of the TDB 
Qa under test is less than the des ired accuracy 
proportion Q. The possible outcomes of such a 
hypothesis lest are listed below in Table I. 
"-
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Table 1 Hypothcsis Test Outcomes 
As Table I shows .. the test yields correct results 
ei thcr if HO is true and the test rejects the database or 
if HO is false and thc test certifies the database. Type 
I e rror occurs if the test cert ifies a n unacceptable 
database. This is known as the consumers risk. which 
occurs wilh a probabil ity 11 . Alternately. Type 11 
error occ urs when a good database is rejected by the 
tes t. Thi s second type of e rror is known as the 
producers risk, and occurs with a probabili ty n . 
To apply acceptance sampling fo r TOB accuracy 
certificat ion 11 and OL arc chosen , where Or.. is a lo w 
accuracy proport io n that will be rejected with a 
probabili ty (1-11). Note thai OL =Q in Table \. After 
detenn ining an appropriate sample size N, fi nd the 
largest value X such that 
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x P> l: N! Q';':'(l-QiJ' 
Y = 0 Y!(N-Y)! 
(2) 
For :I g iven Nand /3. the resulting value of X is 
kn ow n as the crilical value. By ordering ou r 
c!cv;I\ion difference samples.6z in decreasing order, 
and cou ntin g down to the Xlh sample, we delcnninc 
our maximum error criterion .6z(X) for whi ch we 
may make the statement that the trial TDB agrees 
with the source TOB to within an error of .6z(X) with 
an accuracy proponion of QL and a con fidence of (1-
13). For example. choos ing N=2000, QL =0.95 and 
j3=O.05, we find thai X=83. In thi s case we will count 
down to thc 83rd largest crror Az(83). If we find thai, 
say. 6z(83)=O.5 meters, then we may say with 95% 
confidence thaI 95% of the trial TDB agrees with the 
source TDB 10 within 0.5 melers. 
Once the cri tical value X has been determined, the 
producers risk a can be determined for various high 
accuracy proportions QII from the relationship 
Termin skin elevation tests conduc ted by 1ST al the 
1993 IIITSEC utilized a sample size of 2000. To 
maintain continui ty with last years test, participants 
in the 1994 IIITSEC demonstrations were also asked 
to suppl y a sample of N::21X)() elevations points from 
their run-time databases. Using Eqn . 2, the critical 
values associated wilh sample sizes ran ging from 
1897 102093 were calculated for a nominal ~=O.05 
and a low accuracy proportion QL =0.95, and are 
shown in Table 2, below. 
Sample Size 
N 
1897 
1919 
1941 
1963 
1984 
2006 
2028 
2050 
2071 
2093 
Critical Value 
X 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
Consumers 
Risk 13 
0.0500 
0.0498 
0.0498 
0.04% 
0.0500 
0.0499 
0.0497 
0.0497 
0.0500 
0.0499 
Table 2. Optimum sampl e sizes N for given critical 
values of X and a nominal 13::0.05, wi th the low 
accuracy proportion QL set to ~ =0.95 
Using Eqn 3 and the sample sizes and critical values 
shown in Table 2. wc may thcn calculate our 
producers risk a for some relevant values of QH. as 
shown in Table 3. 
Sample Critical Cl for a for Cl for 
Size Value QH = QH = QH= 
N X 0.925 0.950 0.975 
1897 79 1.0000 0.9500 0.0000 
1919 80 1.0000 0.9502 0.0000 
1941 81 1.0000 0.9502 0.0000 
1963 82 1.0000 0.9504 0.0000 
1984 83 1.0000 0.9500 0.0000 
2006 84 1.0000 0.9501 0.0000 
2028 85 1.0000 0.9503 0.0000 
2050 86 1.0000 0.9503 0.0000 
2071 87 1.0000 0.9500 0.0000 
2093 88 1.0000 0.950 1 0.0000 
Tnble 3. Values of the producers risk a for various 
high acc uracy proportions QH , for the val ues of 13 and 
QL used in Table 2. 
We note in Table 3 that for thesc relatively large 
samples the range of significant producers risk about 
QL =QH is very small. In the above table we see that 
for QH = 0.925 < Q/..=0.950 we have a.::l.OOOO, 
which indicates the near certai nty that a TOB with 
accuracy proportion of 92.5% will be rejected. On 
the other side, we see that for QH=O.975 > QL = 
0.950. we get a = 0.0000, which tells us that there is 
virtua ll y no chance of rejecting a TOB with an 
accuracy proportion of97.5%. Finally, we no tc that 
when QH=Q. we have the case where a=I -I3. 
Since the binomial di stribution is discrete, there 
exists several values of N for each cri tical value X. 
Based on our tcst procedure of the previous year, we 
have chosen our sample size as N::2ooo, which falJ s 
between N=J984 and N=2006 in Table 2. Our 
crit ical value is therefore 83. The resu lts of our 
appl ication of the acceptance sampling theory to 
samples obta ined from participants in the 1993 
JlITSEC will be detailed in a later section. 
A t the lntcrservice and Indus t ry Trai nin g, 
S imulation, and Education Conrerences (IfITSEC) 
As a pan of the preparation for the 1993 UITSEC DIS 
demonstration. 1ST generated and distributed 2000 
unifonn random sample points within a geographic 
area of ForI Hunter Liggett. CA. Thi s area was 
designated the "high detail area" because it was the 
on ly area in the data base where ground interaction 
was allowed. The high detai l area was IOkm X 
30km. The latitude and longitude of the sample 
points were chosen at random us ing a bivariate 
unifonn random distribution . Sampling of the 1992 
Hunter-Liggell high detailed area was done on a grid 
wi th a min imal spacing of one arc second between 
samples. These points were chosen within 
boundaries that are one arc second toward the inside 
of the boundaries to avoid the effects of feathering at 
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thc boundaries. AS :1 resul t of the post 1992 V]TSEC 
TOB testing. :l disc uss ion on an acceptable TOB 
metri cs followed at Ihc 1993 IflT$ EC plan ning 
meet ings. It was requested by IIITSEC plan ning 
meeting members thai thc resolution of the grid from 
which the random points were chosen have a spacing 
of 0 .01 3TC seconds. which results in sampling with a 
mInImum poss ible spacing of 0.3 meter 
(approximately one fool). 
UITSEe 92 
As a result of thc data gathered from Ihc IIITSEC '92 
demonstration , development of an analysis tool that 
allows a database engineer [0 locale regions of spatial 
error while building a database was indicated. If the 
diffe re nces in elevations between two databases 3rc 
recursively examined and adj usted whi le bu ildi ng a 
database then the error in elevation can be minim ized 
(sec Fig. I ). 
StF d:na 
Validated 
End User 
Fig. l. Reducing Error in TOBs 
The area of in terest for the terrai n correlation study 
was the high deta iled inset area of the Hunter-Li ggett 
database ag reed upon for IIITSEC 92. The area 
consisted of a patc h of land that was bounded by a 
30km easting and a 10km non hing. 
Based upon initial recommendat ions from the 
II1T$EC 93 pl:lnning meeting attendees. a maxi mum 
desirable variancc between a subject database and 
PRC's database was 0.5 meters. 1992 VITSEC data 
was analyzed to detennine the suitability of 0.5m. 
However. afu~r re\'iewing the d31a it became evident 
that a 0.5 meter error threshold would not allow 
anyone to panic ipate accord ing to the hypothesis test 
requirements set fo r 95 % confidence and 95% 
probabili ty fo r success. A fi ltering mechanism was 
used to find the number and locat ion of the 
coordinates that exceeded this hal f-meter threshold. 
As seen in Table 4 very few of the pan icipants met 
the 95 percent success rate at 1.25 meters. 
The wide variation in 1992 data drove 1ST to 
recommend using the mean and standard deviation as 
criteria for 1993. We did not know at the lime that in 
1992 participan ts used gridded da ta as source 
material. when pol ygonal data would have been more 
appropriate. The polygoniz.ed SIF data was used as 
the st:mdard database for l/1TSEC in 1993. Statistical 
anal ysis on the discrepancies between the subject and 
datum (PRC P-2851) databases showed a mean and 
standard deviation of the errors, as shown in Table 5. 
CQIDIl IIO~ Q,~ID Q,2'im I,Qm I 2~m 
A 1719 1546 1380 1265 
B 1012 64 1 473 340 
C 1878 18 15 1743 1688 
D 811 422 0 0 
Table 4 Failure Rate al Various Thresho ld Levels 
l/1TSEC '92 Resu lts 
Company MellO Cm) Staodard Devj;ujoo 
A 456 .286 
B .451 .961 
C .632 5.67 
D 1.322 14.01 
Table 5 Statistics for l/1TSEC '92 Databases 
The data tha t was ret urned by part ic ipatin g 
organizations in the 1992 UITSEe revealed that the 
largest errors were found in geographical reg ions 
with a large variance of e levation (mou nlainous 
reg io ns). T he sca lier p lo t of one part ic ipa nt 
indicating the poi nts filt ered from the 2000 random 
points that exceeded the tolerance level, defin ing an 
error, is plotted in Fi g. 3. This fi gure represents the 
tolerance threshold being sel at 10m. Resuhs from 
other organiUltions re nected similar error responses. 
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UlTSEC 93 
Again. the tlrca of interest for thl! tcrmin correlation 
st udy for IIITSEC 93 W:IS the high detailed inset area 
of the Hunlcr-Liggclt (HL) database agreed upon for 
UITSEC 92. However the boundaries of the database 
ch:lnged from the previous year. The new boundaries 
were shifted north by 2km from IIITSEC 92. Again. 
the area consisted of a patch of land that was bounded 
by a 30km casting and a IOkffi northing. The area for 
IflTSEC 93 correlation study can be seen on a UTM 
map projection in Fig. 4. The distribution of the 
points for IIITSEC 93 was un iform just as the sample 
points in 1992. In Fig. 5 notice that the range of 
values for elevation differences has been reduced 
drastically from the data collected from I1ITSEC 92, 
as seen in Tables (4)(5)(6). Thus, most '93 databases 
contained mean elevation errors on the order of a few 
centimeters, and errors located in the mountainous 
regions were greatly reduced as compared to the 
previous year. After reviewing the results one can 
note that the sample distributions for IIITSEC 93 
participants indicates that the TOBs were built with 
more precision than in the previous year. Fig. 5 
shows the distribution of the elevation differences 
between the ori ginal SLF 3D 
\. 
Fig. 4. Hunter·Liggett UTM Map 
polygo nal terrain database and the subject terrain 
databases. Table 6 shows the mean elevation 
differences. elevation difference standard deviations and 
the critical values. The critical value represents the 
83rd largest value after finding the descending rank 
order of the magnitude of the elevation differences. 
Referri ng back to our previous discussion on acceptance 
sampl ing (see Table 3). the 83rd val ue represents the 
maximum number of errors allowed in a sample size of 
2000 for 95% confidence Ihal 95% of Ihe sample points 
are within some tolerance (in meters) of the source 
terrain database. For each database the tolerance level 
wi ll be different. For example. the critical value for 
company I was O.162333m and the cri tical value for 
company 0 was O.OOO I63m. This means that the 
con fidence interval for company I is much smaller than 
that of company 0 at any given elevation difference. 
while assuming 95 % probability of correc tn ess. 
Another interesting resu lt of this experiment shows that 
although a TOB might have a negl igible mean elevation 
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difference (he criti cal value cou ld re m;!in relati vely 
large . For exam pl e. lei' s consider Ihe result s fo r 
co mpany F. The mean elevation difference for 
company F was 0.000097m. where as the corresponding 
cri tical value was 0.029338m. Notice that the standard 
deviation of the elevation differences for company F is 
relatively large al so. Thi s ind icates that there arc 
outli ers present in the elevation difference distribution .. 
This is shown in Fig. Sf and Table 6. In one respect, the 
hislOgrams in Fig. 5 show a high correlated database 
with a negl igible e levation shifL However, the 
corresponding data in Table 6 indi cates that the mean 
elevation difference for company B was -0.019578, 
while the histogram in Fig. 5b appears 10 be shifted to 
Company Menn Delta-Z Std Deviat ion Cri tic::!1 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
1 
Value 
(meters) (meters) (meters) 
-0.00079 0.029533 0.01 1836 
-0.0 19578 1.382213 0.069666 
0.022796 0.603328 0.015828 
-0.000002 0.0002 12 0.000163 
-0.000065 0.015944 0.007024 
0.000097 0.073186 0.029338 
0.000000 0.004332 0.001501 
-0.000090 0.009548 0.005330 
0.487752 0.361715 0. 162333 
Table 6. Statistics for l/ITSEC 93 Databases 
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the right of ~_c ro. Thi s is caused by outlie rs that arc 
present but arc not withi n the range of the graph . which 
probably arc indicat ive of anomalies in the TOO 
constructi on such as sliver polygon s. Let's now 
compare elevation differen ce dist ribu tions for 
companies C and I. Companies C and I have relatively 
close stati st ical values (as seen in Table 6). however. the 
histograms in Fig. 5 show that the error in the company 
C database is less central than thai o f company I. 
Com pan y J could shift the elevation of thei r ent ire 
d::lwbasc by their ::!verage tt.z to correct the error 
between their database and the sou rce database. 
However. sincc company C's elevation diUerences are 
not as central . the correction procedure is not as simple. 
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CRQS$-CORRELA TION TESTING 
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As opposed \0 the probabilistic stalements as to the 
TDB spatial c rror made possible by accept :mce 
sampling theory , a diagnostic metric shou ld not only 
provide a measu re of spatia l error but should also 
ex tract information as to the type of error. 
Di screpancies specifi cally mentioned by Kilby (18] are 
shifts, skews. warping and rcsampling. Economy [3) 
observes a linear shift due 10 a suspect coordinate 
transforma tio n. The ab ilit y to detect. say. the 
magnit ude and direction of a si mple linear shift in 
coord inates may allow one to easi ly determine the 
source of the error. 
Our initial approach in developing run-time CIG-
specific database correlation diagnostics is to consider 
the full cross-correlation on the gridded elevation data. 
A requi rement of this approach is that a symmetric and 
uniforn} grid of elevation values must be extracted from 
the run-time database. Given G. a K x L set of baseline 
data. and H. an M x N set of trial data (with M < K and 
N < L ). the normali zed correlation of lag (k, l ) between 
G and H is 
R k. t ( ..... ). 
. ~ . ~ I. ;.,j ' ''')IbLj·ii) 
, .11'<1 
(4) 
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R will r:'Illllc between -\ and I, with R", 1 describi ng 
perfect corrchll ion, R=O describing a complete Jilek of 
corrchll ion. and R=-J describing perfect anticorrelation. 
The initial approach is [0 compute R for every possible 
lag (k.I), The method cou ld possibly be refined by 
investigating methods of dctcnnining the path that leads 
10 the global maximum, without hav ing to compute 
every possible Jag. This fonn of the correlation will be 
mOSt useful in dClennining linear shiftS in the xy-plane. 
Other forms can be developed 10 measure other types of 
discrepancies. We expect this method 10 succeed for 
any reasonable data sets. although certai n special cases 
ClI n be const ru cted where, in the absence of special 
provisions. the method would fail, such as cases where 
in the windowed region the terrain elevations are doubly 
periodic or periodic in one di mension and constant in 
another. 
NORTH 
An example of the utility of the cross-correlation metric 
comes from a preliminary test conducted at 1ST. Fig. 6a 
shows a portion of the terrain skin from the 1993 
InTSEC high-detail source database. slightly upsampled 
at every 100 meters. The terrain extends 6.4 kilometers 
north and cast from the southwest corner of the Hunter-
Liggett database. In the test, the data used liS the 
baseline data was the first 60 by 60 samples. while the 
trial data used was also a 60 by 60 sample of the terrain 
skin . but shifted by 400 meters (4 samples) both to the 
north and to the cast. The cross-correlalion of these two 
data sets is shown in Fig. 6b. The maximum value. as 
given by equation 4, is found as RS.S = 1.0. Thus, the 
correlation returns the exact linear shift for th is case 
involving a shift by an integer number of sa mple 
intervals. 
., 
• 
• • 
Fig . 6 a) Soulhwest corner of Hunter-Liggett high-detail area. b) Cross-correlation of IWO differe nt sample sets 
from Fig. 00, with the second set shifted both to lhe north and east by 400 melers. 
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